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ABSTRACT Reliable quantification of cellular treatment effects in many bioassays depends on the accuracy of cell colony
counting. However, colony counting processes tend to be tedious, slow, and error-prone. Thus, pursuing an effective colony
counting technique is ongoing, and varies from manual approaches to partly automated and fully automated techniques. Most
fully automated techniques were developed using deep learning (DL). A significant problem in applying DL to this task is the
lack of sizeable collections of annotated plate images. For this reason, here we propose an application of Transfer Learning to
cell colony counting that can overcome this problem by exploiting models trained for other tasks. To demonstrate this idea's
feasibility, we show how a small dataset can be used to transform a DL model designed for counting objects in congested
scenes into a specialized cell colony counting model and achieve better performance than existing, more widely-used models.
INDEX TERMS: Artificial intelligence, colony count, machine learning, transfer learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative analysis of bacterial populations traditionally
requires the counting of colony-forming units (CFUs).
Today, such analyses can also be done by more recently
developed high-throughput (HT) methods that use
fluorescent labeling [1], [2] genome probing microarrays [3],
or quantitative PCR [4], [5]. However, these methods have
significant drawbacks. For example, they may require
special equipment and extensive protocol development; they
may not be able to handle environmental samples; and they
may not exclude non-viable cells, which is a fundamental
feature to assess when cells respond to treatment. For these
reasons, manual counting of CFUs from plate scans is still
widely used. However, manual counting is time-consuming
and may not be practical in an HT context involving a large
number of experiments. Moreover, manual counting is
prone to errors and biases [6]. Thus, accurate automated
counting of CFUs would benefit experimental biologists.
Counting CFUs based on their features is a highly nontrivial
task; nonetheless, different approaches have been proposed
to tackle this problem using a typical image analysis pipeline,
i.e., noise removal, image segmentation, feature extraction,
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feature selection, object classification, and the actual CFU
counting [7]. A key issue is that the feature selection
parameters should be flexible, and users are assumed to have
prior knowledge of colony characteristics. Other hindrances
of proper CFU analysis are low image resolution, high CFU
density, background noise, artifacts on the container's
boundary, and CFUs located close to the container
boundaries. When only the total quantification of colonies is
required, estimating the density map help to avoid the
difficult task of detecting and segmenting each colony [8].
Estimating the density map is particularly useful when
dealing with ambiguous counts (such as in the case presented
in this study).
Automated colony counting is usually formulated as a
segmentation problem. In this regard, several plugins for the
image processing software ImageJ have been proposed
[9],[10] that partially automate the counting process based
on manually chosen parameters. Similar solutions have also
been proposed as integrated software/hardware equipment
[11], [12].
Two of the most popular colony counting software are
OpenCFU [13] and AutoCellSeg [14]. OpenCFU [13], a
stand-alone
application,
demonstrated
improved
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performance compared to similar older applications; a
significant drawback of OpenCFU lies in the circularity
criteria imposed on the detected objects [14]. In fact,
OpenCFU is designed to explicitly detect circular CFUs
according to a fixed threshold on both the isoperimetric
quotient and the aspect ratio of each detected object [13].
AutoCellSeg [14] is another publicly available tool that takes
segmentation plausibility criteria into account to overcome
the limitations of OpenCFU [13]. However, it enables the
end-user to select the object features interactively and correct
the obtained result through the graphical interface. These
interactions imply that AutoCellSeg is not fully automated.
Deep Learning based techniques have also been proposed.
For example, Ferrari et al. [15], [16] proposed a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for counting the
number of colonies forming on a blood agar plate. They
formulated the problem as a classification task for segments
obtained through external segmentation software. The model
learns to classify each segment based on its estimated
cardinality. After outlier rejection, the sum over the assigned
cardinalities provides the count for the entire plate. Segments
containing seven or more colonies were discarded. This
method is adequate for cases with limited bacterial load [16],
but not cases with high confluencies, such as the one
presented in this study, where numerous areas of confluent
cells are present. Recently, several other DL models focus on
the identification of individual cells have been proposed
[17],[18],[19],[20]. However, these models are based on
segmentation methods tailored explicitly for objects showing
microscopic cell features, such as nuclei, making it
unsuitable for most colony counting tasks. For example, UNet [17] performed poorly when applied to images used in
this study (data not shown).

already trained for one task to be applied to a different, but
related task (Fig. 1 depicts the idea of TL). In particular, a
model trained using a large dataset from one task can be
partially re-trained using a smaller data set from another task.
In the context of colony counting, the possibility to rely on a
relatively small training set avoids the need for an extensive
systematic collection of plate images with manually curated
colony counts, which are usually not readily available.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. DATASET

In this study, we used high-resolution scans of humaninduced pluripotent stem cell colonies forming in 14 12-well
plates for a total of 164 used wells. The plate scans are
provided along with colony counts, which we collected as
our ground-truth data. To obtain a dataset of 164 well
images, we used the provided software [22] to extract
individual images of each well from the plate scans.
Subsequently, we split the resulting dataset into 115 (~70%)
images to be used for the model development (training and
validation) and 49 (~30%) for testing the model. The random
split was repeated ten times, yielding ten different training
and test sets. Here, we produced the first labeled data set used
in this type of ML context.
As a preprocessing step, images were converted to black and
white with OpenCV [23] using a simple binary thresholding
operation. The threshold value was set to 127 (middle
between 0 and 255). Then, each pixel was mapped to 0
(black) if less than the threshold and 255 (white) otherwise.
Black and white filter commonly used in CFU counting
frameworks [6], [10], [24], reduces the complexity of the
images, possibly improving performances also when training
ML models with limited data. We verified that unprocessed
images tend to show higher RMSE for the tested models
(data not shown).
B. TRANSFER MODEL

FIGURE 1. An illustration of the general idea of deep transfer
learning. A large dataset is used to train a Deep Learning model,
and then the trained model is specialized to a different task by
fine-tuning it through a smaller dataset. The application of this
general framework to the present study is shown in Fig. 2.

The bottleneck associated with using machine learning (ML)
and DL to solve this problem is the large number of labeled
data needed to generate a model satisfactory prediction
accuracy. Thus, we here develop a method that incorporates
transfer learning (TL) [21], which effectively mitigates this
limitation. That is, TL allows a Neural Network model
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As the basis of our TL model, we used the CSRNet DL
model [25], which was originally developed to count the
number of people in congested scenes. The model consists
of 10 convolutional layers with fixed filter size (3 x 3) as the
front-end and six dilated convolutional layers as the backend.
Employing this innovative structure, CSRNet was shown to
outperform state-of-the-art counting solutions. CSRNet
learns to extract the density map from its input images; while
integrating over the map gives the estimated count. The
CSRNet model was trained on the ShanghaiTech dataset
[26], consisting of 1,198 annotated images of highly
congested scenes. We thus sought to apply the trained
CSRNet model to the related task of colony counting by
specializing it to the analysis of cell plate scans (see Fig. 2
for an overview of the TL strategy).

2
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FIGURE 2. Overview of Transfer Learning between counting tasks. The CSRNet model, which was trained to count people in crowds, is adapted to
count cell colonies on plates by re-training the last network layers with a reduced dataset.

In such a setting, the ShanghaiTech dataset [25] corresponds
to the “Large Data Set” of Fig. 1, while our data set of cell
plate images corresponds to the “Small Data Set”.
The initial layers in the trained CSRNet model focus on
extracting the most basic features, such as curves and edges,
and subsequent layers focus on extracting the more specific
training data features. Thus, to develop our TL-based
method, we froze the first ten layers so that it could be reused
in the colony counting task, and fine-tuned the last six layers
of the CSRNet based on the plate scans data. In particular,
we trained the model using Python with Keras library [27].
We used the root mean square error (RMSE) as the loss
function and the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
algorithm as an optimizer. Before training the data, we
optimized the maximum number of epochs, batch size, and
learning rate hyperparameters by grid search (see Table I).
TABLE I
Hyperparameters grid search for backend tuning. The bold values indicate
the best performance.
Hyperparameters

Values

Epoch

[10,25,50].

Batch size

[2,4,16,32,64]

Optimizer

SGD with learning rate [10-2, 10-3, 10-4]

The best hyperparameters (highlighted in bold in Table I)
were used to train the model on the ten training/testing splits
of the data (see Section II). For each split, 10-fold cross-
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validation technique was applied. The final loss was
computed as the average of all scores across the 10-folds.
We used early stopping [28] to avoid overfitting. In
particular, training was terminated after three epochs without
improvements on the validation set, which resulted in about
19 to 25 training epochs. We also applied on-the-fly data
augmentation techniques to expand the training dataset [29].
The augmentation techniques included color jitter to
randomly alter brightness, contrast, saturation, and hue of
each image, horizontal/vertical flip, and random rotation.
III. RESULTS

As mentioned, our Transfer Model, based on CSRNet,
extracts a density map from the input image, which is used
to estimate the count. Fig. 3 shows an example of how the
algorithm performed on three different wells with varying
colony counts. The averaged RMSE across the ten folds for
each of the ten random splits is reported in Table II, which
demonstrates the stability of the method with respect to the
data subsets. The averaged RMSE across the ten folds for
each of the ten random splits of the “Small Data Set” (164
images) is reported in Table II, which demonstrates the
stability of the method with respect to the data subsets. As
mentioned in Section II, we applied 10-fold cross-validation
technique on each split. The average loss of all scores across
the 10-folds were reported for training/validation splits.
Also, the loss of the separated test set is reported for the 10
splits (see Section II). We then assessed the TL model’s
relative performance in two steps: first, we assessed the
improvements due to TL alone, and second, we compared
the Transfer Model to other counting methods. The two steps
are described in detail in subsequent sections.
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FIGURE 3. Examples of the density maps generated by the Transfer Model showing the true and predicted counts.

TABLE II
Mean (± standard deviation) RMSE of the transfer model across 10
random splits for the training and validation sets.

Transfer
model
Split 1
Split 2
Split 3
Split 4
Split 5
Split 6
Split 7
Split 8
Split 9
Split 10

Training
11.86
(±1.81)
13.35
(±1.95)
11.04
(±1.70)
12.04
(±1.86)
12.41
(±2.03)
12.44
(±2.05)
11.34
(±1.15)
11.35
(±1.74)
12.42
(±1.75)
11.26
(±1.82)

Validation
19.86
(±4.25)
20.81
(±3.41)
19.56
(±3.33)
20.58
(±3.00)
19.02
(±3.08)
19.24
(±2.48)
19.90
(±1.12)
21.33
(±2.45)
23.00
(±1.99)
22.45
(±3.96)

Testing
24.96
22.93
20.24
23.05
19.26
23.91
22.43
21.03
23.18
22.9

A. COMPARISON WITH CSRNet TRAINED FROM
SCRATCH

First, we made sure that TL improved the counting accuracy
obtained with the same CSRNet architecture trained from
VOLUME XX, 2017

scratch. Towards this aim, we trained all the layers of the
CSRNet model using the same splits defined for the Transfer
Model. The averaged RMSE values for the training,
validation, and test sets across the ten splits are reported in
Table III and show significantly lower performance than that
achieved with TL (compare with Table II). Fig. 4 provides
an illustration of the results. This analysis confirms the
usefulness of TL for our application.
TABLE III
Mean (± standard deviation) RMSE for the CSRNet network model trained
from scratch.

Without
transfer
learning
Split 1
Split 2
Split 3
Split 4
Split 5
Split 6
Split 7
Split 8

Training

Validation

41.56
(±4.16)
44.61
(±3.17)
40.08
(±4.75)
39.07
(±5.59)
39.92
(±4.29)
42.61
(±5.52)
39.18
(±6.02)
39.67
(±2.55)

58.36
(±5.50)
57.41
(±4.25)
57.81
(±5.99)
61.19
(±4.89)
58.93
(±6.27)
61.74
(±6.44)
60.19
(±5.72)
62.16
(±4.53)

Testing

69.53
56.95
53.13
53.87
44.54
63.51
48.42
44.25
4
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Split 9
Split 10

43.76
(±4.45)
39.00
(±4.75)

58.01
(±5.34)
57.55
(±4.53)

56.89
58.2

𝑑 = #$

𝑝−𝑔
$
max (𝑝, 𝑔)

where 𝑝 is the predicted count, and 𝑔 is the ground-truth
count. Fig. 5 depicts the values of d for each of the three
methods detailed for over-estimation (p > g) and underestimation (p < g). We observe that the transfer model fares
better than the other two as it exhibits more accurate counting
based on the ground-truth counts.

FIGURE 4. Average RMSE for the CSRNet model with and
without using transfer learning. Error bars report the standard
deviation.

B. COMPARISON WITH AutoCellSeg AND OpenCFU

Concerning the second point, we compared our model's
performance with two popular and publicly available tools:
1) AutoCellSeg, which is based on fuzzy a priori
information, and 2) OpenCFU, which is based on direct
thresholding (see Section I). We applied both tools to our
dataset using default parameters. OpenCFU did not require
manual intervention. However, AutoCellSeg required a
selection of two colony examples: a small one and a large
one. We did not observe significant variations in the counts
after choosing different examples among the smallest and
largest clearly identifiable colonies. RMSE values for both
methods are reported in Table IV, along with the average
RMSE obtained with the transfer model on the test sets
across the ten random splits. As shown in Table IV, the
transfer model exhibits the smallest RMSE compared to the
other methods.
TABLE IV
Comparison of the different methods based on RMSE. We reported the
average (± standard deviation) across the ten random splits for the transfer
model.

Method
OpenCFU
AutoCellSeg
Transfer Model

RMSE
38.56
27.64
22.38 (±1.72)

We also sought to assess the tendency of each method to
under- or over-estimate the ground-truth count. Towards this
aim, for each image, we computed the sum of normalized
positive/negative differences between predicted and groundtruth counts. We considered the integer rounded average
colony count across all the 10 random splits for the transfer
model. The normalized difference is calculated based on the
following formula:
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FIGURE 5. Counting errors made by the three tested methods.
The chart shows the absolute sum of normalized
positive/negative differences between predicted and groundtruth counts.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Colony counting is a tedious, slow, and error-prone process.
However, experimental biologists make ubiquitous use of
manual or partly automated counting techniques to quantify
cellular treatments’ effects. Thus, work that provides fully
automated colony counting or labeled data sets for training
ML models is needed. Although DL techniques are
revolutionizing many image analysis fields, there is currently
no standardized technology to solve colony counting. This
may be partly due to the lack of large enough annotated
image collections necessary to train a deep neural network
for this task. We think that TL techniques could help
overcome this problem by exploiting models already trained
on related tasks and tuning them for this specific task.
Nonetheless, the use of TL models still implies that at least a
small training set is available. In biological studies involving
many colony formations, such as the one we considered in
this paper, it is possible to tune a model on a small subset and
then use it to perform the counting on the remaining images.
While this could help speed up the counting process, we
believe that the most significant contribution would be
making the process systematic and more reproducible.
Alternatively, pre-trained models like the one we developed
can be used directly to perform CFU counting on new images
without additional tuning as long as comparable features are
involved. We demonstrated the feasibility of this approach
by using, for the first time, a novel data set that we recently
made publicly available. However, further validations will
be required to assess the extent to which the model can
generalize across different experiments. For this reason, we
aim to collect more data and test the model's ability to
perform counting in different contexts, possibly including
5
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higher resolution images where cell organelles are visible.
This will also require further investigation of the network
architecture features, and possibly the training of additional
layers, which would be feasible with more input data.
Exploring such possibilities constitutes the main focus of our
future work.
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data
can
be
found
at
https://github.com/SomayahAlbaradei/tlcc.
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developed a simple web interface that is available at
http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/tlcc/, which takes a colony
image and returns the count of colonies.
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